
Year 9 : I Love Manchester Project
Graphic Design
• Art work that is produced to COMMUNICATE or EXPLAIN an idea, to a group of 

people.
• Graphic designers combine words, symbols and images to create a visual 

representation of ideas and messages.

Typography

• Typography is the art and technique of arranging type to make written language 
legible, readable, and appealing when displayed.

• The term typography is also applied to the style, arrangement, and appearance of 
the letters, numbers, and symbols created by the process. 

Examples of New York poster designs

I Love Manchester Design origins

The designer Milton Glaser designed the I heart NY logo, in 1976 
in the back of a taxi and was drawn with red crayon on scrap 
paper. Manchester City Council took influence from Milton 
Glaser’s I heart NY logo design to instil a sense of community and 
project positivity back into the city after the Manchester riots, 
this is now more prevalent due to the Manchester bombing. 

Choose one of the following starting points; The Arts, Sport or Politics/ Science 
and Industry to create a promotional poster or piece of art work which 
advertises our amazing city- Manchester. 
Your research should include images and facts related to you chosen theme 
showing an understanding of context. Relevant photographs and typography 
should be used in the development of your designs, inspired by the work of 
Graphic designers and illustrators you have studied. 

I Love Manchester Design brief 



Year 9 : Iconic Manchester- ARTS

Research Starting Points 

Photography- Arts venues

Artists inspired by Manchester Arts

Music- Different genres of music 
through the decades, Factory Records-
Madchester, 
Art- LS Lowry, Street Art 
Drama- Granada studios, Coronation 
Street 
Literature- Manchester libraries 

Typography 

• The Bridgewater Hall
• The Hacienda
• The Lowry
• Media City
• BBC Philharmonics

• MEN Arena
• The Royal Exchange
• The Opera House
• The Whitworth
• John Ryland’s 

Caroline Johnson- Fine artist from Preston
“One of the artist’s jobs is to see and to        

represent to others the beauty of the mediocre and 
the everyday”

Stanley Chow- Artist and illustrator from 
Manchester.
“I didn't really have many toys when I was 
a nipper, all I did was draw and draw and 
draw.”

Take influence from Typography styles, include 
those used on Manchester bands’ album covers, 
TV dramas, plays and literature. 

The John Rylands Library 

late-Victorian neo-Gothic 
building.



Research Starting Points

Photography- Iconic Sports 

venues

Artists inspired by Manchester Sport

• Manchester United
• Manchester City 
• Lancashire Cricket Club
• Salford Reds Rugby League
• Sale Sharks
• Salford City FC

Typography 

• Old Trafford
• The Etihad
• Old Trafford Cricket ground
• AJ Bell Stadium
• Moore Lane
• Football Museum Urbis

Year 9 : Iconic Manchester- SPORT 

Kieran Carroll-
graphic designer and 
illustrator from 
Ireland with a true 
love for football.

Ben Tallon- Illustrator based in Manchester, who specialises in 
hand drawn, illustration, hand lettering and mixed media artwork.

Take influence from Typography 
styles including those used on 
Manchester sports posters, 
tickets and advertising. Also take 
influence from the songs  sung 
at matches and the language 
used to describe techniques etc. 
used in the sport. 

Stanley Chow- Artist 
and illustrator from 
Manchester.



Research Starting Points

Photography- Iconic Buildings 

Artists inspired by Manchester 

• Politics- Emaline Pankhurst-
the suffragette movement

• Science- Alan Turing- coding, 
graphene

• Industry- Industrial 
Revolution, Manchester 
worker bee.

Typography 

• Museum of Science and 
Industry

• Manchester ship canal
• Bridgewater Canal 

Viaduct
• Elizabeth Gaskell’s House

Meha Hindocha- Manchester based 
designer and illustrator originally from 
Kenya. Her love for travelling, 
architecture and a strong influence of 
vivid colours from her Indian heritage 
have led to her create a very unique 
style of cityscape drawings.

Stephen Millership
Is a Manchester based freelance Illustrator 
who specialises in artwork influenced by 
the golden age of the travel poster with a 
modern twist.

Year 9 : Iconic Manchester- Politics/Science and industry

• Manchester Town Hall
• The Shambles
• The Midland Hotel

Take influence from Typography 

styles- Gothic typography links to the 

style of architecture of iconic 

buildings; Manchester Town Hall and  

John Ryland's Library.

Manchester Town Hall in Albert Square is 
one of the most iconic landmarks in the 
city. Regarded as one of the finest 
examples of Neo-Gothic architecture in the 
United Kingdom.

Stanley Chow- Artist and 
illustrator from Manchester.



Year 9 : Photographic Techniques

Contrast Balance Angle Close Ups 

Shape & Pattern Interesting Places Panoramic Portraits 

Areas of the photo show light 
coming through and areas of 
darkness/ shadow that 
dramatically alters the overall 
feel and depth of a photograph.

Symmetrically balanced photos, both 
sides of the frame mirror each other. 
Subjects are intentionally centred to 
look perfectly symmetrical when 
split horizontally or vertically in half.

This is taking the photograph from 
many different view points. For 
example, from a low view point 
looking up to show perspective.

Close ups allow the detail of the 
photograph to become the focal 
point of the image.

Texture creates a sense of depth in 
a two-dimensional image. Texture 
in photography can also be 
accentuated by light.

Photography doesn’t always have to 
be beautiful. Manchester is known 
for it’s gritty urban spaces and street 
art.

Panoramic photography captures 
images with horizontally elongated 
fields of view. You are able to 
include lots of detail into one 
photograph

A portrait should say something 
about the person you are 
photographing or the person you 
are creating with the camera.



Year 9 : Initial Ideas and Developments

I Love Manchester Design development  

You need to take influence from your own research inline with your chosen topic of either; The Arts, Sport or Politics/ Science and Industry. Include 
inspiration from artists you have researched and images from your photographs. Your final design must Include imagery and text. 
When creating your initial poster designs you  consider the composition carefully:
1. The focal point
2. Balance
3. Repetition 

Focal Point
A focal point is the area in the composition 
to which the viewer's eye is naturally drawn.

Balance.
Either making the poster or artwork 
symmetrical or giving equal weight/ space to 
each of the components- image and text. 

Repetition
This gives either the element you are 
repeating more importance and forces it to 
be the focal point and creates layers. You 
can also create repetition in the colour and 
media you use.


